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Chapter 551 - *Special 2: The Princess Second Time 1 

It happened a few days before the group's departure to Exodus. The princess invited Alex, and when he 

came, they talked for half an hour before silence permeated the room. Artemia refused that Alex leaves 

but didn't say anything; she only invited him to sit on the bed. 

The two looked at each other before Alex chuckled; he would be a fool if he did not understand what 

was going on, what Artemia wanted. Usually, she might be good at expressing her stances, controlling 

most of the decisions, but they existed areas where she was not good at, like in the current situation. He 

should take the lead; she was his fiancee, after all.  

Alex moved and embraced Artemia from behind, sudden embrace made the always confident princess 

tremble, but she accepted it. 

Finally, Artemia opened her mouth and said. 

''I can't believe I'm doing this again." Artemia sighed. 

Alex chuckled and hugged her body, putting it on his thigs. Then, he gently kissed her earlobe, making 

her tremble. 

"What is the problem? We already did it once before." 

''And I can't believe I'm crazy enough to do this again. I even incited you to make a move almost as if I'm 

missing it; I never knew that I would behave like this, no my body would behave like this.'' 

''Don't worry, I won't judge you. It's natural; I'm your fiance. If you have not invited me, I was planning 

to visit you and taste my beautiful princess for good this time; last time wasn't clear, you see." Alex said 

with a teasing expression while his hands caressed her body. 

Artemia gasped softly. She then looked at me and rolled her eyes. 

''What a sweet talker." 

Alex didn't respond; he only chuckled again and kissed softly. 

Artemia moaned softly and twisted her body on his thigs. Alex's little brother was rock hard and eager to 

start working. 

The princess could feel Alex's hard cock and blushed, her body heated up. 

Like a professional, Alex swiftly undressed her while swift fingers made the princess experience small 

heaven before the real show could begin. 

Looking at the masterpiece facing him made Alex's blood rush down; he felt lucky; he immediately 

kissed the princess who reciprocated; he attacked her sensible zones making her moan in his mouth 

before stopping. 

''Ah ah ah!" Artemia's chest rose and repeatedly fell with her beautiful twin peaks inviting Alex to take a 

bite. 



With a smirk, Alex put his member in front of her entrance. 

He did not enter immediately. Instead, he teased Artemia slowly, Causing her to moan and bite her lips. 

Her face slowly became redder and redder, and her breathing turned more and rushed. 

Finally, she could not endure more. Artemia pushed her waist towards his penis to fill it with Alex's 

weapon. 

But Alex moved back at the last moment and smirked. 

"You know what you need to do." 

Artemia bit her lips; she felt like a helpless lamb and could only nod while vowing to get her revenge 

later. 

"… Please… I want it…." 

As soon as Alex heard these words, his eyes widened, and the excitement rushed through the roof. 

Without hesitation, he pierced deep inside her, reaching the deepest corner of her pussy. 

"Ahnn…!" Artemia moaned loudly and curved her neck up. She then hugged Alex's neck and started to 

move up and down. 

"Ahnnn, ugh, ahn.'' 

At first, she was clumsy but soon found the rhythm she started to enjoy it. 

Artemia wriggled her butt eagerly, and her white legs opened sideways to allow Alex's massive member 

to push deeper inside her. Nectar gushed out of her flower garden as a stream. 

Alex felt excited when he saw Artemia working so eagerly; this wasn't because of lust; she started to 

have feelings for him. It could be felt as they connected.  

Hearing her crazy moans. Alex's libido surged up again, making him thrust inside her soft, warm, and wet 

pussy in a crazed manner. 

Her tender and sensitive labia rubbed against his shaft fiercely, and his gland did the same, bringing 

even more pleasure to both of them. 

The two kept reaching one high after another, immersed heart and mind within the pleasure. 

Alex kept ramming his thighs to her sensitive body while his hands rubbed and caressed Artemia's 

perfectly round buttocks. With each thrust, love fluids rushed out of her cave. 

The princess couldn't endure this soul-melting pleasure and forgot about everything around her.  

She even coiled her legs around Alex and opened the entrance of her womb completely. 

Instantly, Alex's penis reached her womb and broke inside it. 

"Ahnnnn…..!" Artemia let out a loud cry and shivered deeply. The sudden pain and pleasure made her 

orgasm in one go. 



The amount of love juice she let out was even greater than Luna. Alex's legs were thoroughly drenched. 

Alex grunted in excitement and pushed Artemia down, changing their position to the missionary 

position and starting a new round of fierce pounding. 

He pressed down her body without mercy, not giving her time to leave the afterglow of the orgasm. 

Instead, Alex attacked even more aggressively, causing Artemia's vagina to contract around his penis like 

a tightly coiled snake. 

''Anhhhhhhhhh!!!" Artemia let out a loud cry and hugged Alex's neck. He smirked and kissed her lips; he 

decided to own the princess's body and soul entirely and make her his. 

He would never let her go, not even she tried to; she was his woman for life. Alex's possessiveness, 

Artemia could feel it, the little jealousy she had built up because Alex hadn't visited her and only went to 

Luna's room vanished 

And with a long shiver, she orgasmed again. 

However, Alex was not doing he continued attacking her and pounding her fiercely and enjoying the 

feeling of her flesh opening and closing to receive him. 

By her third orgasm, Artemia was finally unable to endure anymore. She moaned loudly and spasmed as 

though an electric current was attacking her. 

At the same time, her throat let out a strange, unintelligible moan, and her body clung onto Alex like a 

koala while reveling in the pleasant aftertaste of the orgasm. 

Seeing that, Alex increased his speed for one last sprint. Finally, he pierced until her womb and injected 

all the semen he had accumulated in her. 

Artemia let out a loud moan and closed her eyes, lying powerlessly in the bed. 

"… So good…" She muttered with a dazed expression. 

Alex smiled and softly caressed Artemia's hair before being surprised because of the princess following 

words. 

''Don't worry, I know you are not satisfied; give me a bit of time to rest, and we shall continue.'' 

Chapter 552 - *Special 2: The Princess Second Time 2 

''Don't worry, I know you are not satisfied; give me a bit of time to rest, and we shall continue.'' 

Saying he was not shocked would be an understatement. He didn't know that while he could read 

Artemia to some extent, the same could be said for her to, she was able to see that her man was not 

satisfied, and as a woman, she must at least satisfy her man. There was another hidden reason for her to 

be this proactive. 

'I must suck him dry, unable to visit Luna before we leave.'  

It was unknown to others, but Artemia was extremely possessive and jealous, although she tried to hide 

it. Alex always visiting, sleeping with Luna made her jealous, she wished she was so was, it was why she 



wanted to become a succubus and swallow every, she had read a certain book which suggested what 

she had said.  

The beast he was trying to calm down resurfaced, and Alex became rock hard again but decided to wait 

for now. Soon, he would enjoy her again, Alex thought and grinned. 

Half of an hour passed in a flash, and like a beast, Alex pounced on Artemia and immediately entered 

her.  

''Anh!"  

Alex thrust inside Artemia's vagina, moving up and down and enjoying her honey cave. 

His hands then grabbed her legs, caressing the inner side of her thigs and then putting her legs over his 

shoulders. The princess could not hold it and began to twist. 

Alex's breathing turned rougher. Seeing the princess of humanity's strongest empire moaning below him 

and remembering her word's made Alex feel like he would explode. 

Artemia's blue hair was messy while her eyes were filled with lust, and her cheeks were flushed. An 

uncontrollable blazing passion seemed to overflow out of her. 

With each thrust, her plumb breast jiggled and shook, showing a fascinating scene. 

Alex, who had turned into a beast, pressed his body against her, sticking their chests together. Then, 

their mouths glued to each other while their tongues started a battle of passion. 

A deep feeling of possessiveness was transmitted through this kiss. Alex could feel that Artemia's 

excitement had already reached the max. 

Artemia wanted him to focus on her tonight wholeheartedly, forgetting about others, and Alex was 

happier to oblige.  

His shaft, which was entering and exiting her, was utterly drenched with the fluids gushing out of her 

hidden cave. 

While Alex continued pistoning, he caressed Artemia's body tenderly. 

Alex was in heaven because Artemia was being so obedient made the situation even more exciting. After 

all, Artemia usually seemed like an untouchable goddess even while laughing. 

Artemia hugged Alex's neck and closed her eyes, groaning softly when he attacked her. She matched her 

movements with Alex, doing her best to get as much pleasure from this as she could. 

Her cheeks were flushed, and her ears were utterly red. She looked so beautiful like that that he wanted 

nothing but to make her scream in pleasure. 

Alex continued his attacks while exploring other places of her body. Caressing her breast, her waist, her 

nipples, her legs. At the same time, he bit her neck slightly, making her quiver once and again and give 

out a sexy moan. 

"… Alex… N-No…" 



Although she spoke such words, her hands were still hugging his neck, and her legs were wrapped 

around his waist. Her breathing was short, and her eyes were narrowed while she panted faintly. 

At that moment, she started to feel a strong pleasure building up inside her. With a groan, Artemia 

pressed her body against Alex's body and kissed his lips. 

He immediately understood that another orgasm was coming and moved faster and faster. His cock 

entered and exited her hole once and again, creating pervert sounds that resounded inside the room. 

Finally, Artemia could not endure anymore and let out a loud cry. 

"N-No….!" 

Then, her body shivered, and her honey hole tightened around Alex's cock. 

An instant later, Alex felt a rush of love juices gushing out of her vagina. 

Artemia's body quivered for a few seconds. She then let out a long breath and panted softly. 

Her blue eyes opened slightly, and she looked at Alex in satisfaction. 

After having cummed, Artemia's face was completely red, and her body turned soft. She hugged Alex's 

neck and kissed his lips softly, as though to say to continue. 

As soon as Alex saw this, he started to move once more. 

The instant he moved, Artemia moaned. Her vaginal walls contracted tightly, and her mouth released an 

extended moan. 

That extended moan was the best encouragement for Alex. His hands silently reached to her breast, 

grabbing each one of them and massaging them as he continued to move. 

"So good…! Ahn… Good… Alex…. No… Ahn…" 

The princess's eyes turned blurred as Alex lunged in and out of her vagina. The unbearable pleasure 

coming from her cave made her gasp silently. 

Alex's chest pressed against her breast, squeezing them flat. Each time he rammed her, her upper body 

would move, and his chest would rub against her nipples. 

Artemia's mouth opened slightly, letting out intelligible sounds that came from the depths of her throat. 

Alex grinned and brought his mouth to her nipples, biting them softly and causing Artemia to yelp in 

pleasure and pain. At the same time, his huge cock invaded the tender flesh deep inside her, leaving his 

mark there. 

Artemia's waist arched backward to raise her butt so Alex's glans could easily enter her. Inside, his cock 

scraped against her tender and plump flesh, causing a strange soreness that made her crazy. 

An intoxicating look appeared on her face. Artemia could not help but let out another moan. 

Meanwhile, she shook her waist up and down, enjoying the happiness brought by these movements. 

Artemia hugged Alex's body more tightly and bit his shoulder, making him shudder. 



Alex felt something built up, and he knew he was about to come; at the same time Artemia was closer, 

Alex cooperated with her and pistoned faster and faster, stronger and stronger. 

As Alex looked at the crazed and lustful appearance of the princess, a faint prideful smile rose in his face. 

Then, when he felt she was about to cum, he brought her legs to her breast, which rose her buttocks 

upwards and allowed him to reach even deeper in her cave. 

Immediately, Artemia shivered all over. She felt a huge wave run through her vagina as Alex's hot 

member broke into the deepest part of her. 

"Aahhhhhnnnh…! Alex…!!" 

With a long scream, Artemia cummed. 

At the same time, Alex pushed his rock-hard penis to the deepest part of her and shot everything inside 

her womb. 

An entranced expression appeared on Artemia's face. With a soft moan, she closed her eyes and 

shivered once more. 

Finally, her body lost all strength, and she fell asleep. Alex was satisfied. 

••••• 

Crack!  

The sound of something breaking could be heard, and the scene changed to the most famous square in 

the capital.  

Artemia, who watched everything from the spectator seat, knew what her enemy was about to do and 

sneered.  

Chapter 553 - 533: Into A Unfamiliar World 

Crack!  

The sound of something breaking could be heard, and the scene changed to the most famous square in 

the capital. 

Artemia, who watched everything from the spectator seat, knew what her enemy was about to do and 

sneered.  

Indeed, the enemy following action showed that Artemia's assumption was not wrong.  

A big window displaying Artemia and Alex having sex was shown, drawing everyone's attention. People 

were first shocked before soon these shocks were transmitted into hate and curses, such as Artemia 

being a whore, selling herself just for the sake of getting Alex.  

Normally, Artemia should have been affected, but she kept laughing; she laughed hard because her 

enemy had not disappointed her.  

''Stop it, it's boring. Those illusions would not work on me. So, why about you face me directly?'' Artemia 

shouted.  



At first, there was not much response before everything stopped as if it had been put on pause, then a 

voice identical to that of Artemia echoed.  

''Are you sure about that? Hehehehe, let's see, let's move onto the next stage then.''  

Artemia frowned upon hearing such a response and before she could open her mouth, reality warped, 

and she disappeared.  

At the same time outside the pyramid, the same old man Sakuya encountered with the other players 

was still talking.  

The old man told them a bit about the Gods, such as Set being extremely good at fighting and was quite 

being powerful, while Horus might appear weak but was deadly due to her ability to enter one mental 

world and influence it from inside.  

The players shuddered, feeling dread; mental attacks are harder to deal with than physical ones because 

not everyone had a countermeasure against them. They hoped they wouldn't be the unlucky ones to 

encounter that God.  

While those players were still listening to the old man's explanation, Artemia, who disappeared from 

where she was, reappeared somewhere unfamiliar.  

She appeared in the middle of bustling traffic, high buildings, cars horns echoed. The unfamiliar scenery 

left the strong-willed Artemia's mind in disarray.  

''Where is this?" She couldn't help but mutter as she looked around but could not identify a single 

human familiar when suddenly. 

Vroom! Screech!  

A supercar almost crashed against her, but thanks to the driver peerless skill, a collision didn't happen. 

As the Lamborghini Veneno Roadster passed, Artemia caught a glimpse of the driver and became frozen; 

it was a familiar face; although he didn't have the heterochromia eyes, his beautiful green eyes were still 

the same, who could be if not Alexander?  

''Alex!"  

Artemia shouted, extending her hands forward, trying to catch him but couldn't as the Lamborghini 

disappeared in a flash; however, how could Artemia, who finally encountered someone familiar would 

let go like that? She put strength into her legs; the ground cracked as she shot into the sky like a rocket; 

she appeared on top of a building. 

''What? Are they shooting a moving or what?" Someone in the crowd shouted when he saw Artemia 

jump in the air like Supergirl; some took out their smartphones and started recording; however, Artemia 

was too fast for them to get anything, they ended up frustrated. 

Meanwhile, Artemia, who was jumping from a building to another, had no idea that she had become a 

hot topic, a rising star equal to that of the universe of Marvel; however, even she knew she wouldn't 

care as all these things mean nothing to her, she wants to catch up with Alex and have a chat to know 

where she was. She had an idea, but Artemia dared not to jump to a conclusion. 



Suddenly, the Lamborghini stopped before a high-class hotel, and Alex got out dressed in smoking; he 

was handsome as in Mysthia but was still a sight to behold.  

At the same time Artemia arrived on the other side, she was walking when suddenly she froze, Alex 

went to open the door for guest in the car to come out, it was a beautiful lady, black hair with golden 

eyes.  

Immediately Artemia felt something unpleasant building inside her heart and frowned; her hands 

trembled. 

Cackle! Cackle! 

Small amount of lightning started gathering around them. Artemia quickly controlled her unusual 

emotions and began walking toward Alex when suddenly her body jolted; she had a bad feeling not for 

her life but because someone seemed to be targeting Alex.  

''Where?"  

In a split second, she sensed this; Artemia immediately zoomed the surrounding. Her senses quickly 

covered a radius of two kilometers. Finally, she could locate the culprit; eight hundred meters East of 

their current position was a sniper aiming at Alex and was about to figure.  

Bang!  

The bullet was fired and sliced through the air at incredible speed; not even Alex's normal bullets on 

Mysthia's were that fast. Lightning appeared under Artemia's feet as she shot forward. 

Swoosh! Bang!  

Artemia arrived before the bullet and caught Alex before they rolled on the ground; the sniper who was 

observing everything froze before chill ran down his spine because of extreme danger; he didn't have 

the time to dodge before a lightning needle pierced through his head before covering his body which 

was soon burnt to a cinder.  

Back to the front of the hotel, everyone became frozen, Artemia who was about to help Alex stand 

before asking where is this, had her eyes widened because of what Alex did next.  

Slap!  

Alex slapped her; she was so shocked that normally her body, which should have been stronger than 

Alex's mortal body, was flung backward, and she fell on her butt, holding her burning cheek. 

''You bitch! You still followed me even after I said we are done. Don't you understand English? I have 

moved on. I'm not interested in you any longer.''  

Alex's merciless words were like spears piercing through her Artemia heart; unconsciously, tears started 

falling from her eyes.  

''What?"  

''What is happening?"  



''It seems that Mr. Alexander Ex-girlfriend, even though they are separated, she still pursued him like a 

madman.''  

''Eh! Don't you understand? He is handsome and a billionaire on top of that. It was like getting the 

jackpot, so a poor countryside girl would not want to let go so easily.''  

''How pathetic! It's why countryside girls are bad.'' 

Here and there, people were murmuring while pointing at Artemia, who was like time had stopped for 

her.  

''How filthy! I wonder since when you have bathed. Never appear before me again.'' Alex spat before 

entering the hotel, accompanied by the golden-eyed girl smirking.  

Soon, the police came and took Artemia with them; she was like a broken marionette, not making the 

slightest move even when she was being put in a cell. 

Chapter 554 - 534: Eretria Vs. Horus 

Two days passed in a flash, and finally, Artemia, who had not moved since when she was caught, 

reacted. 

She saw her reflection on the plate used to give her food and frowned. It was not the once beautiful 

woman who could topple kingdoms with her beauty but a girl with an unkempt appearance, dirty blue 

hair; her blue eyes had lost their luster while dark circles were under her eyes. 

''Hahahaha!" Artemia suddenly burst into laughter; she laughed as if she had gone mad. Her cellmate, 

who was sleeping nearby, opened her eyes and stared at Artemia, wondering if she had finally gone 

nuts; she shook her head and decided not to bother; everyone has their own circumstance. 

''I see, I finally figured out. It takes me some time, but I guess I have been muddleheaded because I saw 

him with another woman; how pathetic. Time to get out from this illusion.'' Artemia muttered before 

standing up.  

''What the fuck !"  

Her cellmate shouted because, like a movie, lightning gathered around Artemia's body.  

''Are some kind of female Thor?" The woman asked, and Artemia, who had no idea who this Thor or 

whatever meant, ignored her and moved.  

The blue lightning surrounding her body moved like tentacles cut through the cell's door.  

Boom!  

There was an explosion, metals flying through the air, one of them pierced the visitor who about 

to visit Artemia, unexpectedly it was Alex.  

''You! You!" Alex mumbled before falling to the ground holding his throat, pierced by a small piece of 

metal. 



Artemia, who had just come out, stopped, her eyes narrowed, lingering on Alex's dying body for a 

moment before locking on the golden-eyed girl accompanying him.  

''Finally, you appeared,'' Artemia said, ignoring everything else.  

As she was seizing the woman with golden eyes, the latter did the same thing; finally, she opened her 

mouth.  

''How heartless. To think you will kill your lover. Contrary to your gentle exterior, you are a cold 

murderer.''  

''Oh? You think too?" Artemia asked while lightning continued to gather around her.  

The woman with golden eyes frowned; she was unhappy that her provocation did not affect her enemy; 

still, she was not done.  

''You are an interesting one. While most people are easy to manipulate and possess a weak mental 

world, yours is quite complicated. It's like a tower, I can only access the lowest floors but the important 

part I couldn't, even for me, it's quite unusual. How is it? Do you love your lover's world? It's called 

Earth; it seems, quite an interesting world, I do say.''  

''By the way, I'm Horus, master manipulator and the Goddess of Illusion.''  

Artemia snorted, putting a strong front while inwardly her brain was running faster, thinking about a 

solution to beat this enemy. The moment Horus announced her name, Artemia felt an enormous 

strength gushing from her body, crushing the reality they were in. 

Suddenly, Artemia remembered something, and she smiled. Upon seeing Artemia smile, Horus frowned 

and decided to act first; somehow, this human gave her a dangerous feeling.  

''You are curious about what I sealed into the deepest part of my mind? You are curious about the upper 

floors, aren't you? Then let me show you.''  

''No good!" Horus frowned, trying to stop Artemia, but it was a step too late.  

"Unseal!" Artemia ordered, and immediately her memories were unsealed.  

A black hole appeared that sucked in both Artemia and Horus; the latter couldn't go against her nature, 

so she was naturally dragged inside.  

When Horus appeared again, she was floating in the air; lying under her was a scene of destruction; a 

massive hole was like a black hole in the middle of the continent.  

''Roarrrrrrrrrrrr!"  

Suddenly, there was a roar that shook the earth and the heaven. Horus who was floating in the sky was 

flung away; her body disappeared to reappear fifty meters away.  

''Dragon?" Horus exclaimed.  

Swoosh!  



From the black hole, a gigantic beast flew out, it was fifty meters long, blacker than the night itself, there 

was an extremely dangerous aura surrounding the black dragon, its eyes were black as well, and when 

those eyes looked at Horus, she became unable to move her body, a feeling she had long forgotten after 

becoming a guardian inside the tower resurfaced and one of her sealing memories was back.  

''C-Chaos beast???"  

Horus was trembling; her eyes were filled with terror.  

Swoosh!  

Bang!  

Suddenly, something knocked into her chest and sent her flying, Horus's mouth fell open, and golden 

blood sprayed out.  

Artemia, who had struck Horus in the chest, clutched her chest; dark tattoos were trying to cover her 

body. She quickly sealed away the memory in which the natural appearance of the dragon controlled by 

one of chaos race was; she then moved into another memory with Horus.  

The two appeared in the middle of an arena; Horus still hadn't come back to her senses; however, 

Artemia didn't dare to get closer, thinking she might be faking it.  

A beautiful spear with a chain appeared in Artemia's hand, and as she was about to swing it, her eyes 

widened because Horus roared before a figure appeared before her.  

A man whose eyes were covered, red hair and muscular body, purple skin.  

''!!!!!!!!!!!!"  

The man made an unintelligible roar forcing Artemia to close her ears.  

Fwoosh!  

Bam!  

It was Artemia's turn to fly in the air; she could not see the man moving at all.  

A giant sword appeared in the man's hand, and he swung it. Artemia disappeared, sensing danger.  

The arena was split in two, making Artemia frown.  

''Kill her,'' Horus ordered, and immediately following her words, the thing covering the man's eyes 

disappeared, and Artemia was shocked to see a pair of countless tiny eyes.  

''Eyes of Law!"  

The man activated his ability, his eyes glowed red, and Artemia soon found out that she could not 

summon lightning, nor she could use any of her skills; this realization hit her hard, making her panic.  

''What?"  

''Die!"  



The man declared before appearing behind Artemia; before she could move, the giant sword pierced 

through her back.  

''Gah!"  

Artemia vomited blood but firmly held the sword piercing her stomach before she swung the dagger in 

her left hand.  

Swoosh! Puchi! 

The man with purple skin hadn't seen it coming as the black dagger pierced through his brain through 

his eyes. Artemia, who was vomiting blood, still twisted the dagger inside the man's head, completely 

killing him. 

''!!!!!!!"  

The man's body trembled before slumping to the ground; Artemia fell weakly to the ground, she could 

feel her HP draining at a fast rate, and she knew she couldn't make it as her heart was touched.  

Horus was shocked by the unexpected situation but still chose to deliver the finishing blow; she 

appeared behind the kneeling Artemia and raised her hand. A small sword appeared, and she was about 

to chop off Artemia's head. 

''In the end, I still win.'' Horus declared.  

''I wonder about that.'' The dying Artemia chuckled. 

''!!!!!"  

Boom! 

Horus felt danger, but before she could move. 

Artemia's body burst in a huge lightning vortex that swallowed Horus within it, the Goddess of Illusion 

died, killed because Artemia's self exploded.  

Artemia experienced her first death in Exodus. 

Chapter 555 - 535: Unforeseen Situation 

While Artemia experienced her first death inside the tower simultaneously, Sakuya fought for her life. 

Just now, she had almost died under Set's attack; she only succeeded in keeping her life because she 

sacrificed one of her arms to escape. 

''Huff! Huff!'' Sakuya panted heavily while clutching her severed arm; she did her best not to let the pain 

overwhelm her; if not, she would lose more of her already reduced battle capacity.  

Set didn't attack the weak Sakuya; he stood with his arms crossed, his head tilted to the side.  

''Although you fought bravely for a mortal, there is a limit, and you have reached yours. You can go back 

to train some more and come back challenge me; I shall give you a special token. Until you're back, I 

promise you not to go down.''  



Sakuya was dumbfounded; she was momentarily frozen before she burst into laughter; if it were 

someone else who had talked as Set did, Sakuya would have sneered; however, during their fight, 

Sakuya did notice something which was that Set might like to use mortal in every sentence to talk about 

her, but he had never looked down on her, he respected her, so what he said must be his way of 

acknowledging Sakuya who had succeeded injuring him, Sakuya did not take Set's words as joke, and she 

knew that she would die, there was something that penetrated her injury, slowly making her lose her 

senses, her vision was becoming more and more blurry making Sakuya see double.  

''Thanks for the special treatment; I promise to come back soon and get my revenge,'' Sakuya promised 

before letting go of her katana, which produced a clangs sound upon touching the ground. Sakuya's 

body began to fall toward the ground; her consciousness slowly left her body.  

Set knew that the lethal venom in his claws had finally kicked in; he sighed and tossed a golden coin in 

the air, it spun before entering Sakuya's body.  

Set vanished to reappear before Sakuya and was about to give her the finishing blow when suddenly he 

felt an ominous feeling, immediately Set deployed his strongest defensive ability.  

"Golden Barrier''  

Immediately a golden barrier was formed around Set's body before Sakuya, who should have been 

unconscious, suddenly opened those black eyes which were like the abyss themselves and muttered.  

''Boom!"  

Following her words, her body enlarged like a balloon before exploding.  

Kabooooom!  

Set, covered by a golden light, was thrown into the air; he immediately controlled his body to reduce the 

damage. When the terrible explosion died down, there was a huge crater in place of Sakuya. Strangely, 

Sakuya had used the same move as Artemia, but unlike the princess, she could not take down the 

enemy with her sacrifice.  

Looking at the crater in the middle of the arena, Set shook his head while mumbling.  

''I thought that I was cautious enough, but I ended up falling in her trap. Fortunately, I was faster enough 

and didn't hesitate to use the golden barrier; if not, I would have gotten seriously injured. Ah! What a 

cunning girl.''  

Thinking about Sakuya last gift before leaving, Set couldn't help but feel a little amused as the corners of 

his mouth perked up. He couldn't wait for her revenge, wondering what she would prepare next. With 

the flick of his fingers, Set vanished, and at the same time, the entrance to his pyramid was sealed.  

••••• 

When Sakuya opened her eyes again, she was inside a temple; stepping out of the temple was greeted 

her was a crowded street filled with stalls, shops, NPCs, players selling their wares.  

Today, Alkan's northern part was most noisy than usual because there was a big event.  



Sakuya, who appeared in this unknown city, decided to collect information first, and the easiest way to 

accomplish this was to listen to gossip. Sakuya happened to be in the perfect area; perking her ears, she 

started to listen to what people were saying. 

''Did you head it?" A muscular man whispered while buying a kebab. 

''No, I haven't heard anything. Tell me; I'll get you another kebab.'' His friend, too eager to know more, 

proposed, and the man grinned.  

''Hehehe! Thank you. Do you remember the recent commotion?"  

''I do; you are talking about the guy who singlehandedly eliminated two guilds?"  

The muscular man nodded while eating his kebab; after taking a mouthful, he continued.  

''Indeed, it's the same man, the murderer of the Dark Fang guild, the man with the eye patch have been 

spotted running into the Torel's mountains.''  

Upon hearing the muscular man's words, Sakuya body trembled, but she calmed down, thinking maybe 

it was a coincidence; she needed more information; however, the second man following words made 

her involuntary take a step forward.  

''Ah! That man who goes by the name of Alex Grim is sure daring. Even if I have nine lives, I won't dare 

to go against the dark guilds.''  

Nearby players and even some NPCs nodded as they knew how terrific those guilds were; however, Alex 

must be crazy to go against them; well, he was a madman who had already eliminated two out of the 

three guilds; he even succeeded in killing one of the guild masters, however, now that his whereabouts 

became known he was doomed.  

It took Sakuya a lot of control not to catch one of the players nearby and question him. She heaved a 

sigh and decided to head outside of the city as she assumed that there must be people gathered there 

to hunt the man named Alex Grim.  

This assumption was not wrong because as soon the muscular man who was also a player finished 

eating his kebab, he turned to face his friend. 

''Maxon, let's go; many players and even NPCs have gathered outside of the city gate, ready to hunt that 

man. The reward is pretty good; we won't lose anything if we try; it's safe, I said. 

Sakuya smiled when suddenly she got an idea; she approached a shop that sells masks and brought one 

before putting it on and followed the crowd outside the city. 

Chapter 556 - 536: The Hunt Has Begun 

Outside of the city's gates, a small crowd gathered; more than a hundred people gathered here with the 

sole purpose of hunting a man.  

Calice, one of the strongest men in the True End Guild, clapped his hands before announcing.  

''Your attention, please.''  



The noisy crowd turned silent upon hearing Calice's words. 

''Good! As you know, the reward for capturing the enemy is 2000 Gold coins.''  

Most of those present whistled as 2000 Gold coins were a lot of money.  

''3000 Gold coins for killing him. The enemy is extremely dangerous and cunning, so be aware of his 

tricks; your death will have nothing to do with us as you have received ten gold coins upon signing for 

this quest. There will be no question as we will immediately depart. By the way, the information stating 

that Alex Grim was inside Torel's mountains is not fake because it came from the person himself.''  

The crowd turned immediately noisy upon hearing the last part of Calice's words; they wondered if Alex 

had become crazy to invite the wrath of an entire guild? But thinking about what that madman had 

done until now, it was unlikely; he did this for a reason; it was a provocation; he must have known that 

the True End Guild would gather other players and some NPCs to hunt him down, and yet he still did 

that.  

'What is his thinking?' Though most people present, even Sakuya, who wore a fox mask, was intrigued. 

However, she had no way of knowing what Alex's goals were, but she knew she would find out once 

reuniting with him. 

Sakuya lowered her head to stare at her right hand; on top of her hand was a shining crimson tattoo.  

''I guess they must have done this to know how many people there are and go after any that ran away 

after taking the ten gold coins. Roughly counting two hundred and twenty people multiplied by ten, 

then you will have 2200 gold coins, this guild is sure rich to spend 2200 gold coins so easily.'' Sakuya 

mumbled while looking around her; every single person present except for Calice had this tattoo on 

their hand.  

Sakuya chuckled when she saw that tattoo, unlike the others, before the tattoo could be applied to her 

hand, she covered the latter with an invisible wind element, so the tattoo didn't etch into her flesh; 

therefore, she could remove it at any moment, this was necessary as what she was about to once inside 

these mountains must be known. By removing this tattoo, Calice and others would think that she had 

died, which would be perfect for a sneak operation.  

Something else bothered Sakuya, but after a bit of thinking, she understood the people behind this 

mission intention. Apart from Calice, only a few other members of the True End Guild were present; not 

even the guild master, the vice guild master, and Blood Chalice Guild master were present; one might 

think that it was because they feared an ambush, but this wasn't a valuable reason, the real reason 

should be them testing the water with this group, to put it bluntly, Sakuya and others were just cannon 

fodder if they succeeded and killed Alex that would be for the best, but in the case, they got wiped out it 

wouldn't be bad as those who had not come would launch an attack on Alex who should be exhausted 

after fighting against two hundred people. 

'How devious.' Sakuya mumbled before grinning behind her mask; she would thoroughly crush this plan 

but first, why not enjoy hunting her man? Thinking about it made the S Queen genuinely excited. 

••••• 

One hour later, a group of ten men could be seen walking in the depth of Torel's mountains.  



''Tch! We have been walking for one hour but yet found nothing, not even a trap. I started thinking 

maybe this man played us and is not here.'' One of the men said the frustration inside his voice could be 

felt; he was getting more annoyed because of the lack of action; he loved to fight, so naturally, not 

seeing even a monster for one hour could be torturing. 

''Calm down, let's continue; we might find something soon, and don't forget that we have only covered 

a tiny part of the Torel's mountains, so it is normal to not encounter anything for now.'' Another man 

calmed the first one who clicked his tongue and stayed nothing more.  

Sakuya, who was silently walking with this group, chuckled inwardly; just as she was about to use the 

wind detection skill, she stopped, and her lips curved up behind the mask.  

''What?"  

''What is this?"  

Panic cries rang out as a sudden mist covered the whole forest where the ten men were.  

In less than a minute, the forest was covered by a thick fog rendering one unable to see and what was 

the most frightening was that their sense of direction was thrown in disarray.  

Swoosh! Swoosh!  

A sudden sound filled the fog, making those unable to calm down panic further, and they started 

swinging their weapons aimlessly, hoping to at least touch the thing moving around; however, their 

attempts failed miserably, and they ended up stabbing their allies.  

''Cough! Cough! Marcus, you-" The man couldn't finish his words before life slowly left his body, and he 

disappeared.  

Marcus, who had just killed his friend, trembled, and he muttered incoherently.  

''I-I'm sorry, I'm really am I. I don't know-"  

Puchi!  

In turn, Marcus's voice was cut off because a sword pierced through his neck, and upon seeing the 

sword tip, Marcus chuckled because it was the sword of an acquaintance, the sword of the girl he was 

courting but hadn't succeeded until now. 

Just as life slowly started to slip from his body, Marcus's memories flashed before him like a movie, and 

among them, there was one that talked about a mysterious alchemy potion capable of creating a frog 

that disrupts one's senses but could create illusion and confusion, this potion is called: Nightmare Fog.  

''W-we a-are doomed!" That was Marcus's last thought before disappearing. 

Chapter 557 - 537: Inside The Nightmare Fog 

Two men died in an instant since the Nightmare Fog appeared. The remaining people in Sakuya's group 

felt that something was not right and tried various methods to not fall under the nightmare fog abilities 

but soon found that it was impossible. Only Sakuya seemed fine as she possessed a strong mental 

strength. 



Swoosh!  

''Wh-"  

The girl that killed Marcus regained sanity; her hands started trembling; she couldn't even form a 

coherent sentence. She might like Marcus too much, but when a dog followed you for some time, it 

wasn't weird if you began to get attached to it. If only Marcus knew what status he had in Stina's heart, 

maybe he might have died because of shock.  

Suddenly, Stina's pupils dilated as, at the exact moment, someone wearing a mask appeared before her 

and grabbed her head. 

Bam! 

This person thrashed her face into the ground. Before Stina could release a cry, that person pulled her 

out and tossed her into the air. 

Immediately following this person's action, a voice echoed inside the fog.  

''Look up!"  

''What?"  

Everyone except for Sakuya looked up, but because of the fog, they couldn't identify the person flying in 

the air gender, but this was more than enough as they believed that it must be the culprit; he was using 

the sky to conceal his presence, immediately they unleashed a torrent of attacks into the sky, toward 

the cheeky enemy that thought that he could fool.  

Boom! Boom!  

Attack after attack crashed into Stina, who had not recovered from the hard blow in her stomach; she 

soon died with her mangled body falling in the middle of those who attacked her.  

To their horror, it was someone they knew well as most of them tried once hitting on her, but 

unfortunately, none of them managed to shake their heads.  

''S-Stina?"  

They staggered back, and some even dropped their weapons as they made a clinging sound upon 

touching the ground.  

Swoosh!  

Suddenly because of the momentarily pause after they became aware of their sin, they dropped their 

guards down,  the nightmare fog penetrated deeper into their subconscious.  

''Iaaaaaa!"  

They immediately lost their minds and jumped on each other; they began to tear each other apart using 

their teeth; it was a gruesome sight.  

Sakuya sighed as she watched the rest of her team lose their minds turning into beasts tearing each 

other apart; although the time she spent with them was amount to nothing, she couldn't continue to 



look at them turn into cannibals, she moved and unsheathed her katana before sheathing it again, it was 

so fast that you could have mistaken it as she had only moved her katana.  

Plop! Plop!  

In a single slash, she killed four men. In the end, she could only sigh before her expression behind the 

mask turned into a playful one; she altered her voice using the wind element.  

''So, Mr. Mysterious, isn't the time for you to come out?''  

Nobody appeared after Sakuya said those words. However, the silence didn't last long before there was 

a whooshing sound, two shinning knives cut through the air and arrived before Sakuya in an instant, she 

titled her head to the side, and before she could further think of something, she felt an impact in her 

stomach, and she was sent flying, at the last moment she executed a secret skill.  

The culprit that attacked her didn't continue and vanished after that attack; the fog disappeared after 

the man was gone. 

''Hehehe! Dear Alex, did you think you could escape from me just because you retreated? How naive I'm 

coming after you.''  

Sakuya vanished; she followed the thin wind thread she left on Alex's body when he punched her.  

In another location, Alex, who was running toward another group, immediately activated the nightmare 

fog; however, he was distracted because of his earlier fight.  

''Who is this weirdo?" Alex mumbled, and Silveria smiled before muttering.  

〖Who knows, maybe it's someone you know.〗 

Alex frowned; although he was unable to appraise the girl, she gave him a dangerous vibe which Alex did 

not want anything to do with her; he had the feeling that she was not really after his life like others; it 

seemed that she had come just to play around.  

''Sigh! I hope I won't be meeting her soon.'' Alex said before heading deeper into the fog and started 

killing those who had fallen under the nightmare fog effect.  

Meanwhile, Sakuya was running in his direction; she killed those she encountered on her way, reducing 

the number of enemies. Silveria knew that she was approaching but said nothing; she wanted to know 

what Sakuya would do; her sadistic side seemed to be on a full mode.  

Half of an hour passed in flash, Alex managed to eliminate half of the people that came to take his life 

thanks to the nightmare fog; although he felt pain because of the amount of gold he spent to buy those 

alchemy potions, the result could be said not to be half bad, he gained more than he had lost.  

''It will be hard to continue using the same tactic again and again because the enemy must have by now 

identified how I operate and prepared a countermeasure. They must have chosen to group together. 

Let's see where are they?"  

Alex used his Divine Sense to scan his surrounding, searching for the biggest group of people, and soon, 

he found it. Two kilometers east of his current position was the biggest group of people; the others were 



coming towards this group. Upon seeing this, Alex grinned because he knew the enemy was doing 

exactly what he wanted. When he provoked them openly, he knew they would accept the challenge 

because if they didn't, they would lose all face, and big guilds such as them would not like to lose face 

even if they were from the dark side; reputation was everything in their line of work.  

Alex's first goal was to draw them deeper into the Torel's mountains before executing the first part of 

his plan; this would force them to group thinking maybe they could fight him this way, however, it was 

then the last part of his plan for this stage would be executed.  

''Let's move out and perform the last act of this piece.'' Alex declared before his figure vanished, and 

soon as he left, another one came, a woman with a fox mask; she didn't linger there for long before 

heading toward Alex's direction, wondering what he had planned, she could not wait to see it. 

The final curtain was about to fall. 

Chapter 558 - 538: Unexpected Meeting 

Calice was frowning as he looked at the hundred and ten men before him; he wondered how things had 

become like this? They thought maybe they would be able to deal some kind of damage to Alex at least, 

but on the contrary, they suffered defeat after defeat, losing half of their men. None of them would 

have expected the enemy to be a spendthrift, spending thousands of gold coins to acquire a rare potion 

such as Nightmare Fog potion. They were not prepared at all, so naturally, the amount of damage their 

suffered what terrible. 

Looking at the twenty Mind clearing potions inside the chest in his hand, Calice sighed, and his brain 

rapidly thought about some possible solution; these twenty Mind clearing potions recently arrived from 

the headquarter after they knew that the enemy was using the Nightmare Fog potion. As the 

counterattack to the Nightmare Fog, the Mind clearing potion's price was huge; one bottle cost 1000 

gold coins, it was to say that the twenty bottles cost twenty thousand Gold coins, an astronomical 

amount of money. Even huge guilds such as the True End Guild could not dare to waste such an amount 

of money openly, and yet they were forced to do it. 

Calice heaved another sigh, and his eyes became resolute; he immediately distributed the twenty 

potions to his men and a few strong players, those that received the potion would stand in the frontline, 

protecting the other who had less chance not falling under the nightmare fog effect if the enemy still 

has one. 

The surrounding was calm, giving one the illusion that this peaceful atmosphere would last for long; 

however, the reality was cruel; soon, this peaceful atmosphere was broken when two bottles containing 

gray water fell on the ground and were immediately shattered. 

Immediately a thick fog covered the forest and even the mountain behind them.  

''Don't panic, stay focused; we already have the solution,'' Calice shouted, and when the hundred of 

men heard his voice, their panic decreased as they recalled that just a moment ago, they took a potion 

that made them immune against the effects of the nightmare fog, what they didn't know was that only 

handful of people had received the true person, as for the remaining one they only drunk a fake potion.  



The men clutched their weapons tightly while the mages prepared their spells, they felt sleepy, but they 

attributed this feeling to being too tense.  

Calice, who was watching everything from the top of the a tree frowned, he thought that once the 

enemy threw the nightmare fog, he would immediately charge in. From his location, Calice would direct 

his men who planned to act as if they were under the effects of the nightmare fog; however, no matter 

how long he waited for, nobody appeared, nothing happened, just as Calice started to become irritated 

because of the situation he felt an ominous feeling and all the hairs on his body rose, he immediately 

ordered.  

''Retr-"  

A terrible explosion cut Calice mid-speech the swallowed the one at the front and some in the middle.  

Boom! Boom!  

One after another terrible explosion occurred, killing those poor players and NPCs who were late to 

react. Soon, more than half of the those present lost their life; the unlucky ones who had only one life 

left would be expulsed from Exodus after dying, while those who were lucky enough to have one life left 

decided to not think about revenge.  

Calice's eyes turned red as rage filled him, he had trouble controlling his emotions, this mission was a 

huge failure, the remaining men had no will to fight, this could be seen from their lifeless eyes, the bold 

ones immediately revoked their right to participate in this mission while at the same time giving back 

the twenty gold coins they had received at the beginning of this mission, and after they were done, they 

fled the scene faster than they came.  

In less than ten minutes, only three people remained; those were from the True End Guild.  

''Fuck!" Calice cursed while glaring in front of him, the fog was cleared, and from the other side, a girl 

came out.  

And when Calice saw this person, his killing intent skyrocketed, his eyes became cloudy, he finally 

understood the unusual he had back them upon seeing the girl with the fox mask. However, her clothes 

had changed; the mask was still the same, and Calice could never mistake it for another one. 

What Calice didn't know what that he was confounding people, Alex who transformed into a woman, 

chose to wear a fox mask as he was a fan of this, never he would have thought that this was the same 

mask like the one the real Sakuya coming behind was using and that because of this he got mistaken as 

Sakuya. 

''So, it's you!'' Calice said with a cold voice.  

Alex, who didn't understand what Calice meant, stopped before shaking her head; although he didn't 

know why Calice was reacting so heavily, he decided to use this opportunity and finish them.  

''Well, it's good that you finally understood; it's time for you to die,'' Alex said with a shrug.  

''Just with you?'' Calice sneered and unsheathed his purple sword.  

''You will die her-"  



Calice's pupils dilated as the next moment, the girl with the fox mask appeared before him and said 

something.  

''Time Stop'' 

Calice's body froze before receiving a hard chop in the neck and immediately stumbling onto the 

ground; he had lost consciousness.  

The remaining men could understand how their leader, the strongest among them, lost so easily. Just as 

they were about to attack, they felt the traitor's body trembling before one of them disappeared, and 

the next moment, he was sliced into two by a black light.  

''Mio, I can explain.'' Alex immediately shouted.  

''Die!" However, only an angry voice responded to his pleas; he was forced to immediately shadow shift 

with the last moment, who froze because of the unexpected situation. 

Alex, who never expected to meet Sakuya here, unexpectedly met her.. Still, the situation wasn't a 

joyous one as the latter was furious and was trying to slice him into two. 

Chapter 559 - 539: Alexandra's Side 2 

At the same time, Alex was fighting against the men who came to hunt him down under his provocation; 

in another city, Gracier was fighting against the leader of the Red Coffin guild. 

Broc, the leader of the Red Coffin guild, punched the air trying to crush Gracier's petite body, but she 

dodged before putting some distance between them. 

Before Broc could pursue her, Gracier flashed and appeared in front of Broc in the blink of an eye. 

Her small fist with black flames hit Broc's chest brutally. Broc hurriedly tried to lessen the blow by 

transforming his body into a mist, his special ability, which he was proud of. 

Broc's body turned into mist which entangled Gracier.  

Gracier snickered and ignited a black flame containing terrifying destruction power. Broc's mist form 

also made a squeaking sound. He could not maintain it in the end, so he had to revert to his physical 

form. His left arm below the elbow had already turned into coke.  

The Dark Flame, which Gracier manipulated, seemed to be the natural restraint for such intangible 

tricks. It was all Broc's lousy luck. Otherwise, with such ability power, he would not be defeated so 

quickly. 

Broc didn't have time to take care of the injury of his arm. He bit the tip of his tongue to regain his 

consciousness.  

Suddenly, he felt like the surrounding heat was rushing toward them at fast speed; although he was 

severely injured, Gracier was also injured; her left hand was hanging limply as if snapped; however, a 

smile never left Gracier's face.  

Broc knew that if he was to say here he would die, his man must be coming here after he sent that 

signal, but he couldn't be sure that he would still be alive by then. He never expected that this solo 



mission would become like this; just as he arrived, he was ambushed by Gracier, who used a hit and run 

tactic to exhaust his stamina before fighting against him, the result he was about to die. 

''Just wait and see.''  

Immediately following Broc's declaration, his shoes were ignited, propelling into the sky; he controlled 

his body and landed on the ground and started running; however, he hadn't run far before his body 

froze as an unknown language reached his brain.  

''Nonté#!" {Don't move} 

Gracier was panting; she had just used dragon tongue, a special dragon language. She could only say a 

few words, but those words have a strong effect on the world and require a massive amount of mana, 

while the amount of stamina it consumes is vast as well.  

Gracier quickly drank stamina and mana potion before tapping her foot on the ground, and a beautiful 

yet deadly fire lotus bloomed and swallowed Broc's body; he couldn't even scream as his body started to 

turn into ash; suddenly, he saw something that would hunt him down for a long time, from the sky a 

meteor fell, it directly fell on the group coming at his rescue. 

Kabooooom!  

A world-ending blast occurred, turning into a gigantic mushroom cloud. Simultaneously, crimson flames 

carrying a terrific heat rippled outwards as shockwaves destroyed everything in their wake. 

With just one blow, one attack, more than fifty men died, Broc whose body had almost disappeared, felt 

fear; at the moment, it was not a human facing him, but a monster, a dragon, a terrifying being one 

should never mess with. 

''Monster!"  

That was Broc, the guild master of the Red Coffin guild's last word.  

Gracier heaved a sigh of relief; everything worked out; she was particularly tired, she wanted to rest, but 

first, she must hear that sweet sound. Suddenly, a notification rang out, and upon hearing it, Gracier 

smiled.  

[Ding!... Hidden quest completed. 

Reward: +1 level, 500 Gold coins, 2000 Fame points, special token.]  

''Huh? A special token?'' Gracier mumbled, shocked; she had not anticipated something like this; 

however, it was not a bad thing. 

『[Red Queen Alexandra] 

Level 98 

Class: Mage 

Age: 15 

Female 



Race: High Half-Elf 

Experience Value: 0/40300 

HP: 3300/3300  

MP: 3590 (+10) ➤ 3600/3600 

STA: 2600 

Magic: Fire 

ATK: 1415 ➤ 1425 

DEF: 805 ➤ 815 

AGI: 1005 ➤ 1015 

INT: 1000 ➤ 1015 

LUK: 805 ➤ 815 

BP: 30 

SP: 30 

Fame: 2500 

Gift: Ignia's Bracelet 

Skills: [Cooking Level 4] [Sewing Level 3] [Fireball Level 5] [Fire Arrows Level 4] [Meteor Level 1] [Fire 

Snake Level 4] [Flame Shield Level 5] [Presence Detection Level 5] [Chantless Magic Level 8] [Fire Lotus 

Level 5] [Archery Level Max] [Blaze Steps Level 5] [Golden Arrows Level 1]  

Special Abilities: [Dragon Eye Level 10 Max] [Flame Wings Level 3] [Dragon's Breath Level Level 2] [Lord 

of Hundred Flames] {Dark Mode (Sealed due to its instability)} 

Titles: [Avenger] [Child of Fire] [The Awakened] [The Diligent] [Lord of Flames] 

''I think it's the time for me to use my skill points, but first, I must check what this special token is.''  

Gracier brought the unique token; it was like a small bronze key, and immediately upon wishing to see 

the description about this special token, a small window appeared.  

[Special Token: Akila's key. Akila is said to be the greatest teleportation mage to have ever existed; this, 

he created numerous magic devices such as teleportation scroll or instant warp gate. This special token 

is one of his creations.  

By crushing it, you can be teleported to the capital from anywhere you are; it may be at the other end of 

the world; just by crushing it, you will instantly appear where the Tower is.  

PS: One-time use; it will immediately crumble after being used.  

Required 1000 MP]  



''Wow! What a nice item. With this, I don't need to pay gold coins and fame points to travel to the 

capital. Hehehehe! Just wait for me, big brother. I'll come to the capital soon and even if you have not 

arrived yet I'm sure I will encounter others there and maybe create something. Fufufu! I can't wait to be 

there and challenge the tower, this time; I'll become strong, strong enough to protect you, brother.''  

Gracier declared before departing; she decided to leave in a few days. 

Chapter 560 - 540: Date At Night 

Back to Torel's mountains.  

Two people were facing each other, and the atmosphere was tense. 

''Tell me, Alex, do you know what you have done wrong?" Sakuya asked; her voice was chilly.  

Alex sighed; he had never expected to see Sakuya here and not in this condition.  

''I'm sorry, but the situation asked for it. I'm happy to see you here. How have you been?" Alex 

apologized while at the same time trying to switch the subject.  

Sakuya ignored him and shouted. 

''Die.'' 

〖Do you think it would be that easy?〗Silveria chuckled.  

'I thought so.' Alex replied dejectedly before moving; he appeared before Sakuya and mumbled.  

''Time Stop'' 

Buzz!  

Sakuya, who was about to unsheath her katana froze, on her frozen face, you could see her 

disappointment, disappointed because she could not play with Alex as she had intended.  

''Stop playing. Let's leave here first.'' Alex muttered and immediately canceled his ability.  

Sakuya pouted but still decided to follow Alex's advice, and the two left the Torel's mountains.  

Inside Alex's room in another Inn, the two sat across from each other while there was only silence for a 

moment before Alex decided to break the silence by asking.  

''Can you please tell me what you went through?"  

Sakuya didn't answer the first; she observed Alex quietly before finally opening her mouth.  

''Well, it was pretty intense, when I appeared I was inside some mountain, I fought monsters and 

advanced until a desert where there were other players, a pyramid in the distance, it looked like the 

Egyptian pyramid. I went inside fought a terrible guy; I lost, and I was sent here. There was something 

interesting ongoing when I appeared, some kind of hunt, and I decided to participate, you know the 

rest.''  

Alex's lips twitched when he heard Sakuya saying that hunting him was interesting, so she decided to 

play. He felt compelled to massage his forehead.  



''Sigh! My story goes like this.''  

Alex recounted what happened since the beginning, and the more she heard about it, the more 

surprised she was, to think he would think of something like this? Alex, you're full of surprise. Sakuya 

thought.  

Not everyone can go against three guilds, to be hunted down and yet still deal them a severe blow; one 

should know that Alex did all of this alone without anyone assisting him. Sakuya's eyes shone; she 

wondered what kind of damage Alex could have caused if he had Maria, her, or Alice with him? The 

three guilds would have been crushed a long ago.  

''Fufufu! I thought my adventure was exciting, but yours is more exciting, and now that I'm here, don't 

think about playing without me, understood?"  

Alex could only give in as he knew pretty well that she couldn't stop pestering him if he were ever to 

refuse and who knows what she would do. 

''I know, don't worry, I have never planned to play without you. It will be more fun this way.''  

Looking outside, the sun was about to set, so Alex proposed. 

''Why not sleep here tonight?"  

''Huh?"  

Sakuya made a confused sound before she began to smile.  

''Oya, Oya! Are you maybe hinting at something? I never expected that you're the fast type; I thought 

you were the-"  

''Stop it, please.'' Alex cut Sakuya mid-sentence as he couldn't take anymore; his face had almost turned 

green because of frustration. Especially that part of being the fast type, he vowed to teach her the literal 

meaning of hell in bed in the future, she would beg, but he couldn't stop. 

''You know pretty well what I wanted to say, so stop playing with the words. I'm not in the mood.''  

Sakuya chuckled and decided to stop teasing Alex; if only she knew what kind of thought Alex had at the 

moment, she wouldn't have stopped.  

''Well, sorry, I have already rented a small mansion not too far from here; I'll be staying over there.''  

''Ah?" Alex was shocked to hear that she rented a small mansion; what a spendthrift, he thought, 

forgetting that he also spent all his gold coins on Nightmare Fog potion.  

''I see that is good then. I'll take a shower; feel free to do as you wish.'' Alex said before heading to the 

bathroom.  

''Alex, I'll be waiting for you to come after you are done. I left the address of the mansion on the bed.'' 

Sakuya shouted from the bedroom before leaving.  

Alex sighed and decided to go after finishing; he was curious about what she was planning.  

''I will know once I'm there,'' Alex mumbled. 



Two hours passed in a flash. 

••••• 

At night, the two pales moons hung high in the starry sky, revealing hazy and soft radiance in the 

clouds.  

In the quiet courtyard below, there was a thin mist. The source of the mist was a pot on a small stove. 

Next to the small stove was a low table. A set of delicate utensils was placed on the small bamboo stand 

of the table.  

A pair of jade-like slender hands skillfully poured the water from the pot into the teapot and small cups 

on the table. After rewashing, she poured it into the small bamboo table with a water absorption 

function. The water was gone instantly.  

Dozens of pale green dried leaves were put into a small purple teapot and washed with boiling water. 

After draining, she added water again to soak the leaves. A faint fragrance began to diffuse into the air.  

The jade-like hands poured the tea from the small teapot into the small green cup with the cup holder in 

front of the man, who was none other than Alex, then she poured another cup for herself.  

Alex picked up the cup, looked at the amber tea, and inhaled before drinking it.  

''It's great, it's soothing.'' Alex gave an honest praise, and Sakuya smiled; she was proud of her skills in 

making tea; even her late father often praised her skill, saying the man that would marry her would be 

happy if he were a tea drinker.  

Alex likes black coffee, but this doesn't mean he doesn't like tea, he likes it as well, but the first place will 

remain black coffee.  

''Two moons? Huh! They are really beautiful.'' Sakuya commented as she looked at the two moons in 

the sky.  

''Well, it's true, but they are not comparable to your beauty which especially shines tonight.'' Alex 

complimented. 

This compliment made Sakuya froze; she stared into those heterochromia eyes but found that Alex was 

serious; he didn't do this to earn some points in their relationship but said those words genuinely 

because he felt like she was more beautiful.  

Sakuya's heartbeat accelerated, and she showed a rare moment of panic; her ears became red, there 

was a smile on her face.  

''Thank you.'' While saying this, Sakuya moved a strand of hair behind her ear; this casual gesture was 

filled with an inexplicable charm that Alex had charmed.  

Sakuya dressed in a simple white robe with her hair loose and a normal expression was beautiful. She 

made his heart quicken.  

''Let's not talk about anything but just enjoy this instant..'' Alex proposed, and naturally, Sakuya nodded. 

 


